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Max does PCI
Challenge
Merchants and service providers that process or support payment card transactions are obliged to comply with the PCI DSS, which at its fullest
extent, requires an organization to comply with over 250 security controls. Those security controls include nearly 60 daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly,
bi-annual, annual, and point-in-time actions, as well as over 400 assessment testing procedures. PCI compliance is a never-ending process of review,
action, and reflection culminating with an annual assessment to ensure that your organization has maintained year-round compliance.
As with all compliance programs, there are many challenges organizations face, including:
Maintaining central visibility of the compliance program status;
Breadth of DSS requirements makes it difficult to coordinate mandatory activities across multiple
teams;
Making complex decisions without the assurance of expert opinions;
Limited ability to track and monitor areas of non-compliance;
Managing the need for a broad array of specialist roles and capabilities, with peaks and troughs in
demand, on finite budgets;
Manage ongoing gathering of required evidence throughout the year.

Solution
Max does PCI, one of SureCloud’s “Max” family of tech-enabled services, helps organizations to manage the rapidly changing business and cyber
landscape, as well as new technologies and customer engagement methods introducing both risk and opportunity, smart businesses are exploring
a better way to manage their PCI DSS compliance.
Max does PCI brings:
A world-leading platform providing consolidated dashboards of your PCI DSS compliance activities:
Continuous monitoring and auditing
¡ Early warning of actual or potential areas of non-compliance
¡ Year-round accountability of tasks required by the PCI DSS
¡ Point-in-time collection of evidence
On-demand access to certified QSAs and technical security experts:
¡ Supplement decision making with trusted experts to act as a “sounding board”
¡ Practical experience from people who have performed operational security and assessor roles
A range of collateral, including threat briefings, training videos, policy and procedures
¡
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Additionally, by employing Max, organizations will drastically reduce the amount of time between controls failing and remedial
activities taking place – significantly reducing the likelihood of a cardholder data breach or negative compliance finding.
SureCloud’s Max does PCI gives you effective visibility of your compliance status within a single source of truth, plus access to expert
QSA advice to validate changes to your cardholder data environment, and industry-leading cybersecurity services to test controls
after a significant change; all as part of an easy to consume subscription service with no hidden costs or surprises.

Benefits
Max does PCI has three subscription plans that are designed to cater for all sizes of merchants and service providers, from those
completing an SAQ-A to those undertaking a report on compliance. By subscribing to any one of Max’s plans, your organization will
realize the following benefits:
No need to recruit full-time PCI subject matter experts that are used for a fraction of the time
No surprises during your annual assessment – executive and operational confidence that your organization is complying with the PCI DSS
Accountability for compliance activities, minimizing exposure during card scheme (post-breach) or data regulator (GDPR) audits
Regular briefings on emerging threats and new payment card security guidance
On-demand access to a large accredited team that holds diverse skills from penetration testing to cybersecurity program management and
oversight
A cost-effective solution for your PCI DSS challenge through a flexible subscription cost model

Max will provide you with the confidence that your organization’s PCI DSS compliance program is in good and capable hands.

Max does PCI Essential
Max offers a low cost, self-service option for organizations wishing to track their PCI DSS compliance status at the ‘foundational’ level.
The solution provides compliance calendars, basic guidance on effective scoping and implementation of controls, as well as a range of
bolt-on packages to manage the most common PCI DSS non-compliance issues. This plan is aimed at smaller merchants and service
providers with a simple compliance scope.
Experts

Applications

Knowledge

Annual scope assessment

PCI compliance calendar

Policy templates

12 ‘QSA on-demand’ requests

ASV scanning

Emerging threat briefings

Assisted SAQ

Assessment evidence locker

Max does PCI Business
Max offers all features from PCI Essentials, plus a centrally coordinated PCI DSS governance function, guided by SureCloud’s QSA team,
which moves from a foundational to a ‘best practice’ PCI DSS program. This plan is aimed at larger merchants and service providers
with a complex scope, or more than one payment channel.
Experts

Applications

Knowledge

Collection of evidence throughout the year

Pro-active non-compliance warnings

Annual leadership workshop

Scope and significant change advisory

Continuous monitoring and auditing dashboard
and im-provement data

Tailored emerging threat, compliance, and industry
changes briefings

CDE and Segmentation pene-tration tests

Dedicated QSA email mailbox

Mapping of PCI DSS obliga-tions to wider regulatory
re-quirements such as the GDPR, including postenforcement deep-dives en-abling you to benefit from
your peers’ ‘lessons learned’

Perform annual ROC assess-ment / SAQ
validation
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Max does PCI Enterprise/Bespoke

For enterprise merchants and large service providers, SureCloud offers an entirely bespoke version of the Max does
PCI solution. This plan provides an industry-leading PCI program, including:
Full management of your PCI DSS compliance, including
liaison with acquirers and card schemes.
Compliance status visibility of multiple environments.
End-to-end management of multiple-environment
compliance requirements.

Mergers and acquisitions PCI DSS risk advisory.
Post-breach investigation and regulator audit support.
Branded support desk for Service Providers – our expert team
will field PCI DSS questions submitted by your customers.

The Enterprise/Bespoke plan of Max does PCI comprises the same elements – Expert, Applications and Knowledge – as
Essentials and Business but with each component built to meet your business’s requirements.

SureCloud has helped us to take a truly proactive and dynamic approach to cybersecurity and
“
risk management, and deliver genuine peace of mind for out stakeholders.
”

Justin Young, Director of Security and Compliance at Advanced

SureCloud is proud to hold the following accreditations:

Join Hundreds of Companies who
Manage their Cybersecurity Programs
with SureCloud
We’re here to help answer your
questions, provide cybersecurity and
risk guidance, and help your business
stay on track. Email
services@surecloud.com today!

Why SureCloud
SureCloud is underpinned by a cloud-based platform, offering a suite of
pragmatic and integrated cyber, risk and advisory services. SureCloud
provides you with confidence and assurance that your cybersecurity and risk
posture are defined and managed. Utilizing decades of combined experience,
our team of accredited Consultants work alongside you to understand your
business objectives, security, compliance and risk requirements and how
these can be affected by the evolving cyber threats of the modern world.
For more information visit www.surecloud.com
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